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Goals (in detail)
1. Develop the Science (Science With)

1. “Fundamental” science, accompanying Gravitational Wave and Multi-messenger  (Virgo, KM3net, 
CR) scientific  revolutions in progress and  strengthening the Interdisciplinary  links with Particle 
Physics searches (dark Matter @ LHC)

2. Environmental  science    through  the imbedding of  “fundamental science”  infrastructures in the 
Geosphere (Virgo, KM2Net, CR)

3. Multi-sensoriality (extension to sound) accompanying the  the Multi-messenger  understanding  of 
the cosmos and  the many sensory manifestations of earth, atmosphere and  life (soundscape 
movement). Not only increasing inclusion . Also increasing the researchers  discrimination power of 
signal over background through the use of sound.

4. Develop a Roadmap with other  Astroparticle Large Infrastructures (1-2 September 2022)

2. Develop Societal aspects  (And For Society)

1. Inclusion and diversity . Extend participation to  visually impaired, confined, seniors

2. Art and Science border trespassing,   linking    the cognitive and the affective

3. Critical thinking in a world  of  media inflation and  digital connectivity.  Formulate hypotheses, 
estimate proper biases, manage uncertainty,  collective versus  herd thinking,…
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REINFORCE  in a slide 

● 11 Partners from Argentina, Austria, Belgium, France, Greece, Italy, UK

● Management: Coordinator, Technical Coordinator, Project Officer, Ethics and 
Innovation managers, and  Advisory Board    (WP1)

● 4 demonstrators @ Zooniverse (WP3,4,5,6) 

● A  transversal project: sonification (WP7)

● 4 WPs on Engagement , Impact  and Roadmapping (WP2,8, 9,10)

● Software tools:  

● Gitlab software repository

● Web sites:

● Participant Portal for internal communication https://ep.ego-gw.eu/reinforce/

● A public portal https://www.reinforceeu.eu/project
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Methodology Challenges

• W.r.t the content 

1. Assure  close communication between the four infrastructure WPs  as well as with the sonification WP

2. Avoid the ”instrumentalisation”  of the citizen as a simple classification machine,  develop her/his critical thinking, obtain critical 
feedback  in a two way process

3. Efficiently  mix algorithms, machine learning and human skills  and effectively  move  from the correlational to the causal

4. Avoid   simple “illustration”/paternalism  in multisensoriality, art-science  and critical thinking

• W.r.t the participants 

1. Bring new audiences to Zooniverse, including new categories (senior, disable, artistic disposed persons)

2. Poll effectively  participants  and accompany properly their contributions, use  a sufficiently elaborate  feedback mechanism, to  
avoid fast disengagement  after a first enthusiastic participation (a common CS problem)

3. Language barriers

• W.r.t the scientific community 

1. Persuade the corresponding scientific  communities that it is not only outreach and communication but it can have  major scientific 
returns (example of DETCHAR and Virgo/LIGO)

2. Develop relationships with other research infrastructures (e.g. those inside ESCAPE: LSST, SKA, CTA) Roadmap
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Gravity Spy
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Sonification

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1BjExBIHI5LEMdiMFFR8MEyVEIcpBiX-d/preview
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IAU 2021 Workshop “Astronomy Beyond the Common senses”

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1BjExBIHI5LEMdiMFFR8MEyVEIcpBiX-d/preview
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• Frommulti-messenger	to	multisensorial	apprehension	of	reality

• Not	only	increasing	inclusion	.	Also	increasing	the	researchers		discrimination	
power	of	signal	over	background	through	the	use	of	sound.	

Wanda  joined  Ego March 202 (photo Nature)

Study	Glitches	acoustically	in	Citizen’s	
science

• A	rich program	in	development :
• Sonification	of	astronomical	data		e.g.	GWitchHunters
• Sonified		Course		« The	life	and	death of	Stars »	starting		the	23rd	of	MArch	in	

Australia	
• Multisensorial	Telescope	(vision,	sound,	vibration)	ready	soon
• Large	« visibility »/«acousticity »	(Televisions,	Newspapers,UN	persentation...)

Inclusion	for	augmenting	humanities		perception	capabilities			
from	Multi-Messenger	to	Multi-sensorial	
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Other Accompanying activities
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A summary 
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Close Monitoring
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EGO/Virgo
CERN/ATLAS
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EGO	member	of	IYBSSSD

Basic	sciences	are	the	sine	qua	non	for	sustainable development
Agenda	2030 for	Sustainable Development is the	ambitious program	that the	Member States	of	the	United	Nations	
have	agreed on	to	ensure a	balanced,	sustainable and	inclusive	development of	the	planet.
Basic	sciences have	an	important	contribution	to	make to	the	implementation of	this program.	They provide the	
essential	means to	meet crucial	challenges	such as	universal access to	food,	energy,	health coverage and	
communication	technologies,	depletion of	the	ozone	layer,	climate change,	depletion of	natural resources,	extinction	
of	living	species.
Applications	of	technology are	easy to	recognize.	On	the	other hand,	contributions	of	basic,	curiosity-based,	
sciences	are	not	well appreciated.	They are	nonetheless at	the	basis	of	major	technological advances that stimulate
innovation,	as	well as	essential	for	training	future	professionals and	for	developing capacity of	populations	who can
take part	in	decisions that affect	their future.	
The	International	Year of	Basic	Sciences	for	Sustainable Development,	that we will organize in	2022,	will focus	
on	these links	between basic	sciences	and	the	Sustainable Development Goals.		M.	Spiro
https://www.iybssd2022.org/en/home/



Into the future (ideas for discussion)

• Increase the links with critical thinking

• Start of critical thinking courses June (+Saul Perlmutter)

• Increase the use of means of participation other than the web

• improved .apps (e.g. CREDO mobile .app for distributed UHECR sensing)

• ”spatialisation’ of interactions (PCs @ Multimessenger Van, schools, universities, Visitor centres)

• Construct distributed sensors for use in schools and elsewhere, move from software to operation

• Extend the inclusion beyond the current scientific front to ASTEK (Art, Science and Traditional

Ecological Knowledge) sensing (T. Saraceno: App linking astroparticle alerts distributed by the

gravitational wave observatories and other astroparticle physics laboratories, well as their “multi-messenger”

follow-up, environmental and geophysical alerts (earthquakes/seismicity, clouds, electromagnetic effects,

cosmic rays, pollution), and biological alerts (dolphins, whales, wave events in the Tyrrhenian Sea) with TEK

frameworks for planetary sensing, encouraging users to engage with citizen’s science and build their own

planetary sensing practice)
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